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Just a quick note to wish you all a very happy Thanksgiving…. And in keeping up with this
season of gratitude… our thanks to you for trusting us enough to let us help facilitate your
journey either by doing our work or humoring us by reading “The Muse”.
We’d like to offer some discounts on some of our work until Dec. 10 …
Level 4 – 10: ½ price
Levels 2 and 3: Pay for Level 3 and get Level 2 free
Let us know by email drsmick@aol.com if you are interested.
“Our true home is in the present moment. To live in the present moment is a miracle.”
Unknown
With each level of work that we bring through, we always question the information that is being
presented to us. We thought we would share some of the testimonials of the people who have
had the courage to do the work that we have proposed over the years.
Testimonials Update
Level 37. Initially after having level 37 done, I did not notice anything different, but then, my
changes are usually very subtle. After receiving the picture of where the "holes" in my energetic
body were, I was able to have a "light bulb" go on and it all made sense. The areas identified
were the primary areas in my earth body that have had its struggles and imbalances. One area
particularly, gall bladder the liver area, I noticed have been beginning to clear up and are not
"speaking to me" as much. Digestion has gotten better and I am much more aware of foods and
issues that used to trigger reaction in these areas, even emotions. The coming together of these
points give me a sense of integration physically and an awareness to nurture these areas and
issues surrounding them, allowing them to heal more on the physical level. Amazing how it all
shows up perfectly! BJM
The immediate impact of Level 37 was experienced upon awakening the morning after Loren
and Diane had completed the work while I was sleeping the previous night. A profound sense of
lightness, expansiveness, groundedness and equanimity permeated my consciousness and being.
This was in stark contrast to the emotionally tumultuous period that preceded the completion of
this level for me. I had been consumed with agitation, anxiety and a general dis-ease which had
proven very unsettling. Over 10 days week have passed since the completion of Level 37 and I
am aware of and have realized a seemingly permanent shift and recalibration of the experience of
being here and now. I am now centered and balanced in a new world/higher frequency that in
some respects is still the same and yet my sense of being in it is profoundly altered. I have been
fortunate to have completed all the level work (and other work) that the Mickelson’s facilitate

and Level 37 is, without any question whatsoever ,the level that has had the most tangible,
palpable results that I have experienced both quantitatively and qualitatively. RR

Level 37 intrigues me how you complete some levels and you know change has occurred, but
you can't really say how. This level is not so subtle. I woke up knowing CHANGE had taken
place and it was awesome! It made even more sense to me after you sent the picture of where the
Center Point is and where all it had shattered to. Breathing feels different, like the breath is
amplified or something as it passes (passes through?) the Center Point. Many of the holes from
mine went through the right side of my torso. Honestly, I have had pain in my right side from
various illnesses and injuries since about 5th grade. I hurt again yesterday, but realized that I had
not grounded to the old and new Earths. I had just grounded to the old Earth. A painful lesson,
but I got it. DH
The first thing I noticed with Level 37 was my ability to communicate with my guides and the
information was much clearer and seemed much faster than ever before.
I became more tolerant of people and things going on around me. With the ability recognize when
someone has some form of drama going on in their life, it is easier to allow them their process and not to
become a part of it or get sucked into their “stuff” and allow them to “have it”
As I began to integrate Level 37, I started to see my clients actually listened or hear me as I started
counseling them about the topic of the evening which was Ghosts. THA

I am taking the time to write you to let you know how much Level 37 has impacted my life in
the past week.
I woke up the next morning after you had completed the work and I found that it was so easy to
be in my body, to be grounded and centered. Doing the gold light exercise is effortless. I am able
to stay in a neutral place most of the time and not allow my buttons to get pushed.
Last week, when I misplaced my wallet, I didn't panic like I normally would.
I was able to just stay in neutral and adjusted my plans. By staying relaxed, I was able to replay
my previous steps and found that my wallet had slipped deep in the couch cushions. So easy with
no drama and me with little or no drama is a new thing.
I now find that I can quickly recognize core beliefs in the moment and consciously choose to let
them go. This new level has helped me keep the energy flowing into my chiropractic practice
and I have had five new clients make appointments in the past five days. My body feels so
happy. I have found a new level of perkiness, so beware. At the same time, I don't have to
become too hyper anymore. I like this new groove!
Thank you both so much. Your commitment to walking your path and bringing this work
through has provided such profound and permanent changes for me and all the others you two

have touched over the years. I have done all the levels of your work throughout the years. This
latest level feels like it has coalesced all of the previous work I have done and has put me into a
new level of physical, mental and spiritual clarity. This is where I want to be! CG

The Numerology Necklace that Loren created for me is aesthetically beautiful and extremely
beneficial from an energetic standpoint. I have come to understand, through the experience of
wearing the necklace on a daily basis, that it acts as an energetic gyroscope that modals and
sustains a frequency of energy uniquely ideal for me. The necklace is not static in form or nature
and has an inherent motion/orbit that affords me a consistent balance and equilibrium that
neutralizes any internal or external dissonance. This ongoing process of equalization also
provides protection from external or environmental influences resulting in greater resiliency and
ease of being. I have had Loren create four other necklaces for me which have very different
feels and benefits but this necklace, which is created based on the numerological frequencies of
my name, without question the most unique and powerful. All of these necklaces have been great
and welcome aids to my ongoing process of growth and integration. RR
Numerology and Necklace: The beautiful work that Loren did, not just the necklace but the
numerology all seemed to fit my body, mind, spirit and emotions. How he configured the
numerology certainly has given me a sense of more solidness, groundedness, clarity, selfassuredness, self-confidence in my daily life, almost a "sharpness" in the world. And with
meditations, I feel much more expansive. I keep the necklace placed on the headboard of my
bed at night so that the vibration of the necklace reaches me in my dreams and unconscious level,
which for me adds more power. I can say that the necklace has brought more power
energetically and translates into my life in the same ways. Thanks Loren for your profound
work! BJM
“Beauty is a heart that generates love and a mind that is open.” Unknown
Believe it or not, we are currently working on the December Muse already…. So until then, have
a very happy and joyful Thanksgiving. Loren and Diane Mickelson

